
 

Name__________________       Date__________________

A possessive noun shows ownership. A singular noun ends with an apostrophe and s ( s). A plural 
noun ends with s and an apostrophe (s ). Irregular plural nouns end with an apostrophe and s ( s).

Singular Possessive Noun
teacher’s lesson
class’s play 
child’s game

Plural Possessive Noun
teachers’ lesson
classes’ play
children’s game

A. Write the possessive form for each underlined noun.

1. the dog tail  ________________  7. four hens feathers  _________________

2. the children pony  ________________  8. the sheep wool  _________________

3. Thomas cat  ________________  9. the chicks food  _________________

4. the pigs tails  ________________ 10. our cow milk  _________________

5. that spider web  ________________ 11. the rabbits food  _________________

6. the bees honey  ________________ 12. the donkey stall  _________________

B. Fill in the missing forms of each noun on the chart. 

Singular Singular Possessive Plural Plural Possessive

13. fox

14. kittens

15. horse

16. insects’

17. duck’s
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Name__________________       Date__________________

A possessive noun shows ownership. A singular noun ends with an apostrophe and s ( s). A plural 
noun ends with s and an apostrophe (s ). Irregular plural nouns end with an apostrophe and s ( s).

Singular Possessive Noun
teacher’s lesson
class’s play 
child’s game

Plural Possessive Noun
teachers’ lesson
classes’ play
children’s game

A. Write the possessive form for each underlined noun.

1. the dog tail  dog’s  7. four hens feathers  hens’

2. the children pony  children’s   8. the sheep wool  sheep’s

3. Thomas cat  Thomas’s  9. the chicks food  chicks’

4. the pigs tails  pigs’  10. our cow milk  cow’s

5. that spider web  spider’s   11. the rabbits food rabbits’

6. the bees honey  bees’ 12. the donkey stall  donkey’s

B. Fill in the missing forms of each noun on the chart. 

Singular Singular
Possessive

Plural Plural Possessive

13. fox  fox’s foxes foxes

14.kitten  kitten’s kittens kittens

15. horse horse’s horses horses

16.insect insect’s insects insects’

17.duck duck’s ducks ducks
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